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Service/Team vision, objectives and outcomes  

 
Core Functions - 

• GCC as Highway Authority is responsible for maintaining the highway network which includes roads, bridges, pavements, cycle ways and 
footpaths (public rights of way). 

• GCC is also responsible for maintaining all highway assets including road and pavement surfaces; bridge structures; street lights; traffic 
signals; gullies and drainage systems; verges and trees; bollards and street furniture; signs and road markings; highway retaining walls etc. 

• GCC is also responsible for delivering new or adopted highway infrastructure to help deliver the Council’s objectives. 

• Provision of the highways customer interface between GCC and the public, parish and town councils and members, providing 24-7 
response to highway emergencies. 

• Provision of highways maintenance services (Ringway) 

• Provision of resurfacing works (Tarmac) 

• Provision of highways and transport consultancy services (Atkins) 

• Provision of street lighting maintenance services (Milestone) 
 
The Highways and Infrastructure service plan 22/23 supports the delivery of the Council Strategy in a range of areas, most notably: 

• Securing investment for Gloucestershire 

o Working with partners to attract investment to deliver major infrastructure projects to support economic growth.  Support the delivery 

of major transport investment including the upgrade to M5 Junction 10, the A417 Missing Link, improving capacity on Gloucester’s 

south-west bypass as part of wider measures to create the Gloucestershire Sustainable Travel Corridor, significant new Active 

Travel Schemes and the West of Cheltenham Transport Improvement Scheme. 

• Levelling up our communities 

o Working with communities across the county and using the Levelling Up funding already received to connect people from 

Gloucester, Cheltenham, Bishops Cleeve and beyond to jobs, employment and training by improving sustainable transport links.  

Working with District Councils to help deliver transport elements of their successful Levelling Up Bids. 

• Improving our roads 

o Supporting the ambition to have well maintained local roads which serve all of Gloucestershire’s road users, create a more resilient 

network, allow reliable journeys and which help boost local businesses.  Making the improvements that make a real difference to 

residents.  Over the next 4 years the Council will invest a further £100m in road resurfacing, reducing the number of roads that need 

significant repair or replacement and improve the resilience of the network to adverse conditions.  Another key area is in improving 

customer satisfaction with road condition and doing more proactive planned works and fewer reactive repairs. 
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o There is also a commitment to improving the customer experience when reporting highway issues.  This will mean being clear about 

what the customer can expect from us, what services we can provide and to give better information and support when they need the 

help of our partners.  A focus on making customer contact simple, responsive and informative, using appropriate technology, with 

enough resource. 

o Working alongside partners, the Council will invest in resurfacing and surface treatments to increase the reliability in the network 

across the county with the goal of renewing at least another 500 miles of network over the next 4 years; a targeted programme of 

small-scale patching to address localised problems; a programme of footway and cycleway maintenance; a wide programme of 

highway maintenance including of drainage, road markings, bridges, traffic signals, verges and more. 

• Tackling climate change 

o Supporting the Council’s ambitions for a greener Gloucestershire and within highways and infrastructure a particular focus on 

reducing our carbon footprint, trees, cycling, supporting the switch to electric vehicles, less waste and more recycling. 

Objectives & Outcomes – 

• Continue to maintain and operate the Highway and Public Rights of Way networks effectively and efficiently and comply with statutory 
functions including operating an effective regime of inspection and maintenance. 

• Continue the delivery of the £100m road resurfacing pledge, moving the focus to local roads across the County. 

• Continue to deal proactively with ash die back across the network. 

• Explore and maximise opportunities for data-led investment in building network resilience. 

• Deliver major transport projects to enable economic growth including M5 Junction 10 and the wide-ranging capital portfolio including bridge 
and geotechnical schemes as well as projects to support district councils across Gloucestershire. 

• Deliver major active travel schemes to facilitate the use of cycling when accessing key services and employment opportunities. Continue to 
support and develop accessibility in the county through working with community groups. 

• Continue to support apprentices and the growth of construction skills through the delivery of the Highway Skills Academy 

• Continue to embrace the opportunities which new technology brings, to working methods and changing practices in response to challenges 

from climate change, covid19 etc. 

• Support and implement the improvements from the customer improvement programme. 
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What are the current service drivers?  

Include needs analysis, customer insight, staff survey results, national or local drivers – anything that gives perspective for the current service challenges. 
 

• Economic Recovery and Growth: Managing the transport network to recover from the impacts of Covid-19 while balancing the need to 

reduce carbon emissions.  Enabling the delivery of major projects, such as M5 J10 and West Cheltenham Transport Infrastructure Scheme, 

which are central to the economic ambitions of Gloucestershire. 

• Economic volatility: The current conditions in both the construction sector and in the national/global economy are creating a background of 

volatility which is affecting the service.  There is a significant shortage of skilled and technical construction workers, combined with supply 

chain limitations and inflation (even hyperinflation) conditions being seen on materials generally, and in particular on energy/oil prices. 

• Climate Change: More frequent and extreme weather events are likely to cause damage to existing assets and increase rates of 

deterioration.  In addition more incidences of flooding events and the associated emergency response will create a pressure for the service.  

The climate change agenda also brings with it challenges in terms of how operations might be adapted, howe we decarbonise our 

operations and how the highway may need to adapt to respond to future demands, e.g. EV charging and use by electric vehicles or wider 

biodiversity and sustainability considerations.  Climate change and digital acceleration give rise to opportunities to drive innovation in these 

areas.  Going forward there is a need to make climate change, carbon reduction and sustainability central to decision making across 

highway operations and grow understanding in these areas. 

• Aging Infrastructure: The extent and aging profile of highway assets, alongside historic investment levels, has led to significant backlogs of 

maintenance requirements - capital grant allocations from government are not sufficient to keep up with annual deterioration with the 

consequent likelihood that backlogs will continue to grow without additional investment.  Some additional investment has been secured but 

there is more to do.  There is a need to manage this alongside a focus on providing customers with the best possible service. 

• Health and Safety: There are over 400 staff working in the Highways Authority (including those of our contractor and consultant staff) many 

of which spend all or a portion of their working day on construction sites or out on the highway network with all of the inherent health and 

safety concerns associated with traffic and construction activities. 

• Skills: Construction and engineering industry skills shortage, with over 50% of operatives in the workforce over the age of 50, means that it 

is essential that the Highway Skills Academy continues to develop to bring on board new talent.  Succession planning across the whole 

team is vital to ensure that the structure has sufficient capacity and resilience to deliver Gloucestershire’s agenda now and in the future. 

• Digital Acceleration: technology provides great opportunities for improving the delivery of highway services, and is changing the way that 

customers and partners want to interact with the service, with the necessity to consider how to invest in the customer interface.  
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Resources to run the team  Staffing 

Last years budget 
(2021/22) 

£19.90m 
Increase in revenue budget shown 
comprises contractual inflation, as well 
as one off and base budget 
allocations for highways local, 
drainage, trees, routine maintenance, 
staff and ash die back. 
Capital budget for 22/23 is currently 
set at £80m – this will vary slightly 
through the year as the capital target 
is adjusted for risk. 

 
Last years FTE 

(2021/22) 
112.5 

 
o  

(2022/23) budget £24.99m (2022/23) FTE 114 → 120 

Funding Streams: 
Capital grants from the Department of Transport for highways maintenance 
block and integrated transport block; S106/CIL monies; Local Enterprise 
Partnership funding.  Revenue funding from within Council corporate budget. 
 

Staffing Issues: 
Recruitment of skilled staff in the construction industry remains 
challenging.  In areas of specialist knowledge and experience, the 
competition for similar skills with the private sector is difficult.  
Retention of staff is also challenging.  Whilst most major schemes and 
high profile work have kept to programme, this is less visible on the 
day to day operational and customer facing areas where workloads 
continue to be high.  GCC’s ICT remote working offer is unable to 
cope with high demands and has been a major factor behind the 
departure of several experienced staff. The cumulative impact of 
vacancies and ICT that does not allow staff to work effectively is 
clearly impacting on the wellbeing of existing staff. 

Financial challenges: 
Aging infrastructure and backlog of deterioration of assets creates pressure 
within revenue and capital budgets.  Climate change impacts on the rate of 
deterioration of assets and the frequency of major response incidents.  
Retention of skilled/experienced staff and the risk of reliance on agency or 
contract staff could also become a pressure moving forward. 
 

 

 Key Contracts - managed by this service/function (>£250k Platinum, or business critical)  

Contract 

Ref (DN 

number) 

Contract Name & Description 
Total Contract 

Value 
Contract Owner 

 

Contract End Date 

DN311331 Gloucestershire - Highways Term Maintenance Contract £220m Mark Darlow-Joy 2026 (plus extensions to 2030) 

DN363742 Gloucestershire Highways Professional Services Contract £35m Mark Darlow-Joy 2025 (plus extensions to 2029 

DN90041 Street Lighting - LED replacement & Term Maintenance Contract £41m Ken Pitt 2027 

DN584218 Surfacing Works for Gloucestershire County Council £80m Mark Darlow-Joy 2024 (plus extensions to 2026) 
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 Change Projects & Programmes - managed by this service/function  (incl. contract retendering)  

Project Title & short description  Project Value Project Manager Decision Dates 

Ash die back - to deliver the prioritised ash removal programme for a further year 
and develop and deliver a corresponding replanting programme 

£700k 
Jenny Goodson By end March 2023 

Highway Depot Strategy – to work with AMPS to develop a strategy for provision 
of fit for purpose highway depots for the future, including the potential identification 
and progress of a new highways depot in the Cheltenham/Tewkesbury area to 
provide a long term solution to service delivery and winter maintenance and which 
is an environmental blue print for all depots 

£4m 

Jenny Goodson By end March 2022 

Workforce Planning – review the forward programme alongside Council strategy 
and priorities to set out a plan for the necessary resources, skills and succession 
management for highways which creates a flexible but resilient team for the future 

- 
Kathryn Haworth By end March 2023 

Highway Skills Academy – Continued work to deliver apprenticeships and visible 
career progression path within highways 

- 
Jenny Goodson By end March 2023 

Tour of Britain – support the project to host stages of the cycling event - Kathryn Haworth September 2022 

Customer Focus/Task Group – to work with colleagues to develop a forward 
strategy for improving customer focus and develop the understanding of the 
resources and processes which need to be put in place to support 

- Kathryn Haworth By end March 2023 

     

 Business as Usual activity and Key Service Milestones  
(EG reporting deadlines, statutory return dates, Cabinet report dates, events run by or impacting the service etc.) 

 

Activity Person Responsible Key Dates (will it need a decision?) 

Delivery of the operational maintenance business inc. safety inspections, 
winter and emergency management 

Jenny Goodson 
Ongoing 

Provision of the customer service interface for highways Owen Parry Ongoing 

Delivery of the capital highway improvements programme Mark Darlow-Joy Ongoing 

Delivery of the major projects portfolio, inc. J10 Mark Darlow-Joy Ongoing 

Delivery of street lighting maintenance Ken Pitt Ongoing 
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Delivery of structural maintenance Dave Hicks Ongoing 

Policy and asset management review and update Kathryn Haworth Ongoing 

Revenue and capital budget management, including MTFS bid process Kathryn Haworth Monthly, May-Jul for MTFS bids 

 

*note: Further information on the Council’s Decision Making Process - The decision making process - Staffnet Here you can access 

Cabinet dates / deadlines, templates and details of support available on the process. Please do include above which Cabinet dates you are 

aiming for (even if this is finalised).  

mailto:pact@gloucestershire.gov.uk
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Targets 

Reportin
g Basis 

M/Q/A 

2022/23 Target(s) Owner  
(one named 
owner per 
measure 
please) 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Corporate 
Performan
ce 
indicators 
for this 
area 

ENV 
H66 % of 2 hour emergency repairs made on time 

% Bigger 
is 

Better 
 

96.
0% 

96.
0% 

96.
0% 

96.0
% 

Jenny 
Goodson 

Q 

ENV 
H67 % of 24 hour defects repaired on time 

% Bigger 
is 
Better 

 
96.
0% 

96.
0% 

96.
0% 

96.0
% 

Jenny 
Goodson 

Q 

LPI 
ENV 25 % of 28-day defects repaired in time 

% Bigger 
is 
Better 

 
95.
0% 

95.
0% 

95.
0% 

95.0
% 

Jenny 
Goodson 

Q 

SPD69 
Number of Winter maintenance runs completed 

No. Smaller 
is 
Better 

156 3 0 54 99 
Jenny 

Goodson 
Q 

SPD70 
Average number of additional days to complete overdue 
28 day defect repairs 

 No. Smaller 
is 
Better 

New KPI – baseline and target to 
be set after close of 21/22 figures 

Jenny 
Goodson 

Q 

SPD26 
Overall resident satisfaction with Highways Network 

% Bigger 
is 
Better 

50% 50% 
Kathryn 
Haworth 

A 

NI168 
% of principal roads where maintenance should be 
considered 

% Smaller 
is 
Better 

2% 2% 
Mark Darlow-

Joy 
A 

NI169 
% of Non-principal classified roads where maintenance 
should be considered 

% Smaller 
is 
Better 

4% 4% 
Mark Darlow-

Joy 
A 

SPD71 
% of unclassified roads where maintenance should be 
considered 

% Smaller 
is 
Better 

12% 12% 
Mark Darlow-

Joy 
A 

HIG46 
Number of 28 day defects repaired overall 

No. Bigger 
is 
Better 

New KPI – target not applicable – 
context only for ENV66/67/25 

Jenny 
Goodson 

Q 
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Internal 
Service 
Indicators 

HIG47 
Number of 28 day defects repaired in time 

No. Bigger 
is 
Better 

New KPI – target not applicable – 
context only for ENV66/67/25 

Jenny 
Goodson 

Q 

HIG48 
Number of 2 hr Emergency defects repaired overall 

No. Bigger 
is 
Better 

New KPI – target not applicable – 
context only for ENV66/67/25 

Jenny 
Goodson 

Q 

HIG49 
Number of 2hr Emergency defects attended on time 

No. Bigger 
is 
Better 

New KPI – target not applicable – 
context only for ENV66/67/25 

Jenny 
Goodson 

Q 

HIG50 
Number of End of next Working day defects repaired 
overall (24hr) 

No. Bigger 
is 
Better 

New KPI – target not applicable – 
context only for ENV66/67/25 

Jenny 
Goodson 

Q 

HIG51 
Number of End of next Working day defects repaired in 
time (24hr) 

No. Bigger 
is 
Better 

New KPI – target not applicable – 
context only for ENV66/67/25 

Jenny 
Goodson 

Q 

Good 
managem
ent of 
service 
indicators 
 

GCC09 % forecast spend against budget % 

Smaller 
Is 

Better 

     
Kathryn 
Haworth 

Q 

GCC10 Number FOIs & EIRs  No. 
Smaller 

Is 
Better 

 
N/
R 

N/
R 

N/
R 

N/R  Q 

GCC25 Number of SARs No. 
Smaller 

Is 
Better 

 
N/
R 

N/
R 

N/
R 

N/R  Q 

GCC11 Number FOIs, EIRs completed on time No. 
Smaller 

Is 
Better 

 
N/
R 

N/
R 

N/
R 

N/R  Q 

GCC28 Number of SARs completed on time No. 
Smaller 

Is 
Better 

 
N/
R 

N/
R 

N/
R 

N/R  Q 

GCC12 Number of information security breaches No. 
Smaller 

Is 
Better 

 
N/
R 

N/
R 

N/
R 

N/R  Q 

GCC05 % of Staff Appraisals Complete (and entered onto SAP) % 

Smaller 
Is 

Better 

 
100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

 Q 
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GCC06 % Staff turnover rate % 

Bigger 
Is 

Better 

 
N/
R 

N/
R 

N/
R 

N/R  Q 

GCC02 Days lost to Sickness/Absence per FTE No. 
Plan is 
Best 

 
N/
R 

N/
R 

N/
R 

N/R  Q 

GCC03 Days lost to Long Term Sickness/Absence per FTE No. 
Smaller 

Is 
Better 

 
N/
R 

N/
R 

N/
R 

N/R  Q 

GCC04 Days lost to Stress per FTE No. 
Smaller 

Is 
Better 

 
N/
R 

N/
R 

N/
R 

N/R  Q 

FOI = Freedom of Information Request, EIR = Environmental Information Request, SAR = Subject Access Request 

 

Guidance &.the Corporate Performance Indicators can be found on Staffnet, Business Planning - Staffnet (gloucestershire.gov.uk) 

Significant Risks to/Opportunities for Service 

Risks/Opportunities   Inherent 
Risk/Opportunity 

Score (5/5) 

Controls/Enablers  
(add hyperlink to full risk register as applicable) 

Residual 
Risk/Opportunity 

Score (5/5) 

Risk Owner 

Health and Safety - There are over 400 staff 
working in the Highways Authority many of 
which spend all or a portion of their working 
day on construction sites or out on the highway 
network with all of the inherent health and 
safety concerns associated with traffic and 
construction activities. 

15 Joint monthly H&S meetings including review of 
risk registers, regular H&S training for staff, H&S 
audits to ensure compliance, lone working 
processes in place, robust review and 
application of CDM and other construction H&S 
legislation compliance at scheme level.   

10 Kathryn Haworth 

Aging Infrastructure: Significant backlogs of 
maintenance requirements - capital grant 
allocations from government are not sufficient 
to keep up with annual deterioration with the 
likelihood that backlogs will continue to grow.  
Associated reputational risk as public sees 
deterioration and associates it with poor 
service. 

12 Development of business cases to improve 
backlogs and actively seeking grant and other 
funding opportunities to maximise additional 
investment.  Continual service efficiency 
development to make the most of existing 
budgets as well as developing ways to help 
communities help themselves.  Need to focus on 
customer interactions to provide the best 
possible customer experience even where it is 
not possible to carry out the request. 

9 Kathryn Haworth 

mailto:pact@gloucestershire.gov.uk
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Climate Change: More frequent and extreme 
weather events are likely to cause damage to 
existing assets and increase rates of 
deterioration. 

12 Prioritisation of programmes of work (including 
£100m investment delivery) to those areas 
which provide most long-term benefit to the 
network and future resilience.   

9 Kathryn Haworth 

Network Resilience: Frequent and severe 
weather events impacting on an aging 
transport infrastructure where loss of parts of 
the network and lack of easy alternative routes 
leads to economic impact (e.g. landslips, 
floods), as well as the diversion of resources 
away from planned works to reactive 
response. 

16 Identifying key points on the network and 
seeking long term funding for developing 
alternative routes or schemes that mitigate the 
impact of the weather events such as flood 
prevention projects or developing a long-term 
plan for dealing with ash die back impact on the 
network. 

12 Kathryn Haworth 

Inflation and volatility in construction sector: 
caused by high volumes of work, supply chain 
issues, Ukraine war and energy/oil prices.  
Significant volatility in availability and cost of 
materials and services with large increases 
being seen and expected to continue.  This will 
have an impact on cost of projects and 
potentially on deliverability in some cases. 

20 

Construction inflation indices used in all long-
term contracts with providers which provides 
some measure of protection.  Longer term 
planning where possible will give opportunities 
to secure supply chain.  Contract mechanisms 
to be considered carefully for all new projects at 
tender stage. 

16 Kathryn Haworth 

Skills/workforce/resources: significant issues in 
recruitment and retention of skilled staff both 
internally, externally and with 
providers/contractors.  Pressures from a 
buoyant construction market with skills 
shortages across the sector. Insufficient 
internal resources create workload pressures 
for the existing workforce. 

16 

Development of business cases to ensure 
resources and staffing are in place to deliver 
council priorities.  Continued work with HR 
partners to improve and publicise the public 
sector benefits.   Continued work with Highway 
Skills Academy to develop own talent and 
apprentices to create a pipeline of skilled staff. 

12 Kathryn Haworth 

 

 
Further information on Risk Management - https://staffnet.risk-management 
 
*note this is a summary of the key risks the service is facing/managing, & for the Service Plan purposes is scored out of 5. This may for example 
summarise risks held elsewhere (i.e. on risk registers & in your scoring out of 5 you’re thinking about what impact it would have and how likely it 
is to happen). The GCC scoring matrix on the link above is what we use when compiling risk registers, which multiplies the inherent risk by a 
‘likelihood of it happening’ score out of 5, so out of a maximum of 25.  
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Business Continuity: 
 

Where can the Business Continuity Plan be found? Has the BCP been tested in the last 12mos? 

BCP Highways V9 Yes 

 
Civil Protection Team are working with EE&I to get Business Impact Analyses done for all Business Continuity Plans.  The review for Highways is 
planned for May 2022 and a test of the BCP will be scheduled following this.  The BCP underwent a live test in March 2021. 
 
More Information on Business Continuity Management can be found at: https://staffnet.gloucestershire.gov.uk.BCM 
 

 

 Signature Date 

Head of Service/ 
Assistant Director 

Kathryn Haworth 31st March 2022 

Director   
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